A GUIDED TOUR

Copenhagen Admiral Hotel
Copenhagen Admiral Hotel is built in a more than 200-year-old grain-drying warehouse from 1787. For centuries, the harbour front site and building have been at the centre of extraordinary historic events. Back then, the harbour front was a hive of activity, and the warehouse was at the heart of Copenhagen’s shipping trade to all corners of the world.

As such, the building has witnessed and survived numerous events. In particular, the Copenhagen Fire of 1795, which destroyed half of the city. In 1801, the Battle of Copenhagen was fought just outside the windows. And six years later, the merciless English bombardment of Copenhagen. The Copenhageners who lost their homes in the great fire included the Royal family, who moved into the neighbouring Amalienborg Palace, which still is the residence of the Royal family.

Now, the Copenhagen Admiral Hotel is one of the capital’s most distinctive hotels with rustic old-world charm and new-world sophistication. As soon as you enter the building, you feel the maritime atmosphere and the rich history in its massive wooden beams and brick arches. Copenhagen Admiral Hotel – an attraction in itself.

Enjoy your tour
In times gone by, salt was the most important preservative for food and consequently of crucial importance to crew welfare, when fully rigged ships set sail on the oceans. No salt, no admirals! It is therefore only natural that you find three different kinds of sea salt on the tables in the SALT restaurant.
The pure, uncluttered style of the SALT restaurant hides wonderful experiences. As a modern day version of the characteristic Parisian brasserie, the restaurant has earned the reputation as one of the city’s most attractive eateries. SALT is elegant and stylish, yet with an atmosphere that is relaxed and warm. The cuisine is modern European with distinct Scandinavian inspirational touches, an exquisite combination of innovative thinking and exciting taste combinations. The chefs are hand-picked as are the wines in the restaurant’s open wine cellar and the prices here suit most pockets.

“The food did the surroundings proud”
The SALT bar is directly adjacent to the SALT restaurant — the perfect setting in which to continue the pleasures of an enjoyable evening: The exclusive bar is an ideal and centrally located meeting place, that is abuzz with Danish and international guests from morning to night.

Settle back in one of the inviting, comfortable lounge chairs and enjoy a glass of good beer or a well deserved drink and let the relaxing atmosphere wash over you. If you need a bite to eat, the bar can offer some deliciously tasty, light snacks.

SEE THE LIGHT
The art of subtlety — the radiant sides of the bar are a modern work of art, an inspirational interplay of constantly changing hues of natural lighting through the arched windows which can best be described as subtle, living art that creates and reflects the ambience.
An overnight at the Copenhagen Admiral Hotel is an experience to be savoured. No two rooms are alike and the massive, centuries-old wooden beams give the rooms a golden glow and individuality.

The interior decor is also unique – in cooperation with Trip Trap, manufacturers of classic Danish furniture, each room has been appointed with specially designed furniture, executed in solid teak.

And we have given the appointment of each room meticulous consideration, in order that you will not find it wanting. You will find every convenience from an advanced TV and radio system, video-on-demand, telephone, internet access, minbar, hairdryer, 24 hour room and snack service, laundry and valet to a 1 hour pressing service.

Enjoy the view to the Opera from the harbour side rooms.

“Never have I slept better than this wonderful night”
THE EXCLUSIVE, NEW YORK STYLE LOUNGE IS PERFECT FOR EVENTS

The solid, raw brick arches, the voluminous leather furniture and the electronically controlled sound and light system provide the ingredients for the elegance and exclusive atmosphere of hotel’s New York style lounge. The lounge is yet another example of how our partner, Conran & Partners, has succeeded in creating a unique environment in our historic setting.

Originally, the corn drying oven of the old warehouse, the room was also used as a shelter for the wounded during the Battle of Copenhagen. Today the lounge is the setting for international management meetings, board meetings, press meetings, product presentations as well as dinners and receptions. The room can accommodate 20 – 60 meeting delegates, 48 dinner guests and up to 100 persons for receptions.

MEETINGS WITH PERSONALITY AND PERFECT BREAKS

The Copenhagen Admiral Hotel is an excellent venue for meetings with 11 “one of a kind” meeting rooms, suitable for 2 – 300 participants. All of the rooms on the ground floor can boast of excellent natural light, views of the bustling harbour and direct access to the harbour promenade. The SALT restaurant’s cuisine ranges from classic gastronomy to innovative taste combinations and the quality will always be consistently high, even when the meeting topic is nothing less than controversial. Small, discreet hideaways and alcoves, where delegates can get together in small groups and relax in the inviting chairs and sofas during the breaks, abound at the Copenhagen Admiral Hotel – or they may prefer to stretch their legs and enjoy the views along the harbour promenade.
PARTIES

A REALLY SPECIAL TREAT
The banquet rooms at the Copenhagen Admiral Hotel have also been comprehensively renovated and the impressive, historic rooms have been enhanced by the addition of the modern yet timeless Danish design of specially designed furniture from Trip Trap. The solid teak and steel furnishings complement the massive wooden beams, that are the essence of the rooms’ wonderful, inspiring and special atmosphere.

PARTIES BENEATH THE BEAMS AND UNDER THE ARCHES
The perfect setting for a dinner for up to 380 guests in the same room. Every arrangement gives the guests a very special experience and the building is an open invitation to slip your imagination loose. And if there really is to be a party, then let the cannons salute the event and let a sense of history, the wafting smoke of gunpowder and the smell of the sea inspire the guests.
The calm of the inner harbour’s water is right on the hotel’s doorstep – there to be enjoyed during a stroll along the promenade or on a summer day over a cup of coffee beneath a shady, cooling parasol.

The centre of Copenhagen is just a couple of minutes walk from the hotel. On the way back along the waterfront, enjoy and appreciate the view of the Opera which, as night falls, glitters like an architectonic pearl that is reflected in the mirror of the sea.

Like a glimpse of the city’s eternal beauty.

If the theatre is your scene, you can see the Royal Theatre’s new Playhouse from the promenade, a little to your right on the same side of the harbour as the Copenhagen Admiral Hotel. The Playhouse has been designed by the architects Bøje Lundgaard and Lene Tranberg. Along with the Opera, the modern Playhouse – with its 3 stages and seating for 900 spectators – constitutes the centre for the very best which Danish theatrical art can present.

These two iconic architectural works, both of which are orientated toward the harbour, are placed so that they communicate visually with each other along a diagonal axis across the harbour.

“One experiences at firsthand how Copenhagen has also become a theatrical metropolis.”
15 minutes from Copenhagen Airport and close to all of the important, cultural attractions such as the Little Mermaid (11), the foaming Gefion Fountain (10), the Amaliehaven Park (9) and Amalienborg Palace (7) with the traditional Changing of the Guard. Just around the corner, Nyhavn’s (4) old harbour area entices with its charming restaurants, cafés and picturesque old buildings. From there it is just a stroll across Køngens Nytorv past the Royal Theatre (3) on your left and you can catch the Metro (12) that within minutes will take you to the airport or to the seaside.

You can also choose to stroll along Copenhagen’s much-loved pedestrian shopping street, Stroget (2) which, in 1967, set a world record for the world’s longest breakfast buffet. Nowadays, the street is a mix of exclusive, brand name stores, quirky specialty boutiques and fashion shops to suit all purses. The street leads all the way to City Hall Square, Tivoli (1) and Copenhagen Central Station. Once you are back in the hotel, you may choose to dress up for an evening at the Opera (8) or at the Royal Theatre Playhouse (6). If your wish is to experience the attractions of Copenhagen in close-up, the Admiral Hotel (5) is your perfect base.
Copenhagen Admiral Hotel
- an attraction in itself

We hope you have enjoyed the tour.
You can see more at www.admiralhotel.dk
and www.salt.dk or even better:
Why not pay us a visit.
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